Cationic prevesicle and vesicle nanoaggregates: an experimental and theoretical study.
The formation of spontaneous mixed prevesicles and vesicles consisting of a cationic double-chain surfactant, didecyldimethylammonium bromide (di-C(10)DMAB), and a cationic single-chain alkyltrimethylammonium bromide with 10 and/or 14 carbon atoms (decyltrimethylammonium bromide, C(10)TAB, and/or tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide, C(14)TAB) has been investigated by means of a series of (i) highly precise experimental techniques, such as conductometry, transmission electronic microscopies (TEM and cryo-TEM), laser Doppler electrophoresis (LDE), and steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy and (ii) theoretical models, such as the DLVO theory and two of its main further modifications, Inoues's and Sogami's models. Two new potentials, based on the combination of DLVO or Inoue potentials with that of Sogami, have been proposed and checked. This theoretical analysis has been carried out not only for the aggregates studied in this work but also for other di-C(m)DMAB + C(n)TAB (m = 10, 12 and n = 10, 12, 14) systems previously reported by us. In respect to the experimental study, special emphasis has been devoted to the prevesicle domain. We have confirmed the existence of two critical aggregation concentrations in the very diluted concentration domain, where the conductivity plot shows a zigzag pattern: the so-called mixed critical aggregate concentration, CAC* and the mixed critical vesicle concentration, CVC*. Contrarily, only CVC* is detected. The pre-CAC* nanoaggregates, with a variety of sizes and shapes, do not show a clear aggregation pattern, but even at such low concentrations a small number of nanoaggregates with a clear and ordered aggregation pattern has been visualized. In the postvesicle domain, the aggregates (vesicles) are unilamellar and spherical with a medium polidispersity and a net averaged surface density charge of around 14 x 10(-3) (pure vesicles) and 24 x 10(-3) C m(-2) (mixed vesicles). The hydrophobicities of the lipidic bilayer and the surface of the vesicles resemble those of media with dielectric constants of around 30 and 75, respectively. Finally, theoretical predictions confirm the stability of the pure and mixed vesicles studied in this work and in other works previously reported.